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Home Care and Hospice in Japan



Japan’s problem:

“ By 2050, the number of people in the world aged
over 60 is projected to reach two billion. 

The population aging the most quickly is Japan, 
a country expecting to face a shortage of at
least 380,000 caregivers for the elderly by 2025.

…



[ Japan’s solution: ]

…     Japan’s contingency plan … is to 
develop artificial intelligence (AI) 

capable of revolutionizing end of life care. …  

In 2013 one-third of the nation’s budget was allocated to 
the development of AI “carebots” — robots designed to 
assist, monitor, and even offer companionship to the sick, 
the elderly, and more pointedly, the dying.”   (Matai, 2018)



Illustrating Japan’s solution:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JlRPICfnmhw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JlRPICfnmhw


2019 UPDATE

The video just shown already is several years old.

ASIMO still is being used by Honda as an engineering showcase, 
and is being improved https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1urL_X_vp7w

but Honda’s robotic products have begun
assuming new forms: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OO3yfSw7c4A

DISCLAIMER:  No, I’m not being paid by Honda. ☺

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1urL_X_vp7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OO3yfSw7c4A


and Japan is not alone …

“ With elderly care becoming a fast-approaching problem
worldwide, specifically Europe and developed Asia,
most major robotics research institutes and universities
currently are engaging in the home-healthcare space,
… robotics associations in Japan, China and Korea also
have their own elderly care robot projects. ”

(Bharadwaj, 2019)



Home Care and Hospice in the U.S.



The U.S. and Japan differ
not only in geographical location.

American society tends to approach use of

artificial intelligence and robotics
in the care of older people

with relatively greater ambivalence.



Example:

Kramer School of Nursing  conducted research in 2015 
which included interaction of older people with a 
popular “companion” robotic seal pup, PARO

… and we encountered some wide 
variance in its acceptance
among the facility residents 



MIT Professor  Sherry Turkle
has examined such use of Paro

extensively.

“… It was widely seen as a great advance, Turkle said,
when one grief-stricken woman was able to talk to Paro
and be comforted by it. … ”



HOWEVER ,

Turkle adds

“ It’s not just that older 
people are supposed to be
talking. 

Younger people are supposed to be listening …
We are showing very little interest in what our elders
have to say. We are building machines that will literally 

let their stories fall on deaf ears.”

(Moskowitz, 2013)



of course, spiritual factors also can be important …

“… we should acknowledge that some non-western cultures
(e.g., in Japan) do not share this concern;
their prevailing religious traditions are generally

more animistic than western faiths. ”             

(Pope, 2008)



nonetheless, American attitudes are different:

“ The sheer novelty of Japan’s carebots can distract
from their essential purpose: to improve the quality
of care people receive near the end of their lives.

…



‘I worry that perhaps the motivations for these
interventions are … perhaps without an understanding
of the greater social benefit of human interaction,’

says Ann Neumann, a hospice worker and author of 2016’s

The Good Death: An Exploration of Dying in America.



[ Neumann continues: ]

‘The effort and energy put into these kinds of interventions

[e.g.,        ]  is really discounting the benefit of

human interaction to those who are dying.’”

[emphasis added]

(Matai, 2018)



Indeed, we INTERACT RECIPROCALLY with our smart technology; 
where, exactly, is the human in this picture?

We design robots to resemble us,

but our interactions with them also can “robotize”  us.



so what about the FUTURE of ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE in

Home Care and Hospice in the U.S.?



a  BASIC QUESTION:

How might PEOPLE WISELY SHAPE     

artificial intelligence and robotics
for U.S. Home Care and Hospice ?



Would you believe 

that some guidance toward an answer

has emerged 
from the game of CHESS ?



… in 1997, IBM’s AI supercomputer,DEEP BLUE,
beat reigning World Champion Chess Grandmaster, 

Garry Kasparov ( WHICH DID NOT MAKE HIM VERY HAPPY )



… but Kasparov didn’t
just sulk about it;

he soon began exploring

how to USE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

to IMPROVE HIS GAME.



… as Kasparov put it:

“ What if, instead of human versus machine,
we played as partners?

My brainchild saw the light of day in a match in
1998[ 1 year after Deep Blue beat him !] in León, Spain, 

and we called it Advanced Chess. ”

(Kasparov, 2017, p. 244)  



Kasparov saw the emerging so-called “AI chess machines” 
as useful TOOLS:

“ The computer could project the consequences of each move we
considered, pointing out possible outcomes and countermoves we 
might otherwise have missed.  With that taken care of for us,

we could  concentrate  on  strategic  planning 
instead  of  spending  so  much  time  on  laborious  calculations.

Human  creativity  was even  more paramount  under these conditions,  not less.

…



Kasparov continues …

Even more notable was how the advanced chess experiment 
continued.  In 2005, the online chess-playing site Playchess
hosted what it called a “freestyle” tournament in which anyone 
could compete in teams with other players or computers. … ” 

(p. 246) 



Kasparov adds …

“ One of the things I liked about it was that the players’
computer screens could be mirrored for the audience.  
It was like having a hidden camera inside a Grandmaster’s
mind as they looked at different variations. … ” (p. 245)

[       EDUCATORS, pay attention ?

(Kasparov, 2017)



and …  ‘freestyle’ competition in chess

has produced IMPORTANT EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE concerning

HUMAN INTERACTION WITH AI TECHNOLOGY !

Specifically, it has demonstrated that:



1. Grandmaster + AI chess machine beats grandmaster ALONE.

2. Grandmaster + AI chess machine beats AI chess machine ALONE.

3. Even amateur human player + AI chess machine
+[what Kasparov calls] “better process” in using AI chess machine 
can beat Grandmaster + AI chess machine + 

“inferior process” in using AI chess machine.

These empirical outcomes of actual tournament competition 
have come to be known as

Kasparov’s Law

(Kasparov, 2017, p. 247)



In sum, Kasparov’s Law is telling us that,
for the sound reasoning demanded in serious chess competition,

1. AI can improve human performance.

2. The human can contribute ‘value added’ to AI performance.

3. These performance improvements can depend critically upon
how well the human can USE the AI as a TOOL.



To the extent that human health care, 
like other professional domains to which AI is applied,

also demands sound reasoning, 
it seems that the generality 

of these 3 empirical outcomes in chess 
strongly recommends the following 

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 
for wisely shaping applications of AI technology:    

AI should  AUGMENT human intelligence



…  if you please will forgive me, I must add 

Metzler’s Law   

‘AUGMENTING human intelligence 
requires USER-CENTERED DESIGN.’



Metzler’s Law, like Kasparov’s, has support of empirical evidence.

Before I chose to move in an academic
direction, my career in AI & robotics
included work at U.S. Army cockpit
integration headquarters in St. Louis, 
where I became well acquainted with

Apache helicopter crew members, learning how THEY assess any
artificial intelligence decision aids placed in their aircraft.

They made it clear that they were not interested
in AI that aimed to replace crew members during tactical planning.



…as END USERS of such tools , they wanted USER-CENTERED smart technology 
that could answer questions rapidly which arise during their planning. 

[ for example:  Will we still have enough fuel to make it back to base 
if we hover here for another 20 minutes? ]

In sum – like Kasparov – they welcomed AI tools 
that they could work with, as partners, 

rather than AI designed to replace them.  

… AND U.S. Army AVSCOM  PAID SERIOUS ATTENTION TO THEM.



so … ATTENTION, HEALTHCARE  PROVIDERS ,    

start  thinking  like  Apache  crew !

AI should reflect USER-CENTERED DESIGN.



once more, the 

BASIC QUESTION:

How might PEOPLE WISELY SHAPE
artificial intelligence and robotics

for U.S. Home Care and Hospice ?



so far, 2 proposed ANSWERS:

1. AI should AUGMENT human intelligence

2.AI should reflect USER-CENTERED DESIGN



… and it has been noted that

“ AUGMENTING human intelligence 
REQUIRES USER-CENTERED DESIGN ”



In an especially insightful article,
Deloitte Consulting’s US Chief Data Scientist puts it this way:

“ In other words, 
AI algorithms are “mind tools,” not artificial minds. 
This implies that successful applications of AI hinge on
more than big data and powerful algorithms. 

Human-centered design is also crucial.”

(Guszcza, 2018) 



… so let’s review some 
basic elements of user-centered design,

beginning with the 
human-computer interface (HCI)

which makes any computer tool useful (or not).



UCSF’s Dr. Robert Wachter reports a list 
of HCI FLAWS compiled by Univ. of Pennsylvania

sociologist, Ross Koppel, which includes these samples:

“ endless scrolling required to find information that 
should be contiguous …

drop-down menus missing essential options …

identical icons representing several different actions …

sign-ons and sign-offs that vary by sub-menu within the
same system …”

(Wachter, 2015, p. 86)



… but even with an ideal HCI, 
the human end user needs to 

a) have a basic UNDERSTANDING of the AI technology

and  b) have a basic capability to ASSESS it.



… in fact,

ASSESSING smart technology 

REQUIRES some  UNDERSTANDING of it.



Deloitte’s Chief Data Scientist expresses this point, 
even with reference to the ‘free style’ chess competitions 

that grew out of Kasparov’s Advanced Chess:

“ Just as the freestyle chess winners triumphed because
of their deep familiarity and experience with both
chess and their chess programs, 
algorithm end users should have 
a sufficiently detailed understanding of their tool 

to use it effectively ”

(Guszcza, 2018) 



Indeed, my Shaping Smart Technology graduate course at the
Kramer School of Nursing introduces this combination of

understanding and assessment a bit more graphically:

AI  is  NOT MAGIC

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiP3aTCuKLhAhVk4YMKHaDHAr8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://nerdist.com/article/why-harry-potters-wizarding-world-and-hogwarts-are-actually-horrible-places/&psig=AOvVaw3B_4qj9l6fXpliRGyA2bWF&ust=1553780183585669


FOR EXAMPLE:

Due to accidents in training, 
AI tools based upon trained Artificial Neural Networks may 
give deceptively RIGHT answers during testing, 

but for WRONG reasons that later can be dangerous.

TANKS NO TANKS     (but TREES)  



One recalls the old software truism: 

GARBAGE IN → → GARBAGE OUT

… the ‘ GIGO ’ Problem



WORSE YET …

Artificial Neural Networks 
commonly are not suited for “explaining” their advice, 
although researchers are working on this, and with progress.

Therefore, current human end users intuitively may 
doubt such AI advice, but with no way to decide whether to 

trust such AI advice.



THUS, the ‘ HANDOFF ’ PROBLEM
described by Deloitte’s Chief Data Scientist:

“ Many AI systems can run on “autopilot” much of the 
time, but require human intervention in exceptional or 
ambiguous situations that require common sense or 
contextual understanding. Human-centered design is 
needed to ensure that this “handoff” from computer to 
human happens when it should, and that it goes smoothly 
when it does happen.”     

(Guszcza, 2018) 

Regrettably, we may think at once of

Boeing 737 Max 8 tragedies,  Tesla crashes,  …   



… but wait, there’s more:

the ‘ DESKILLING ’ Problem  

Commercial airliners incorporate lots of smart
technology, but cases when the technology failed,

and the crew lacked adequate skill to fly the plane, 
have produced TRAGIC CRASHES!

e.g., 2009 Air France 447 
off the coast of Brazil, and

 Colgan Air 3407 near Buffalo

( Wachter, 2015, p.275 )



student’s
question:  “ Why do I need to know this?  

I already have an app that does it for me!”

Answer: You may need to fly the plane.



The point, here, is NOT
that we need be LUDDITES



AI can be a POWERFUL HELPER

… but it requires thoughtful
USER-CENTERED DESIGN
that equips it

to AUGMENT the natural intelligence
of PEOPLE who USE it.

… otherwise, of what real good is it to its human creators? 



U.S. ILLUSTRATION: 
AI improving Palliative & Hospice Care of Patients

Stanford Medicine            Stanford University

“Palliative care physician Stephanie Harman … believes in 
helping people die on their own terms. A computer algorithm 
that informatics expert Nigam Shah … designed to help 
predict hospital patient deaths enables palliative care 
teams to provide better end-of-life counseling.”

(Newby, 2018) 



Background of AI DESIGNER, Dr. Shah, was naturally USER-CENTERED:

- father was a surgeon
- bachelor of medicine and surgery in India
- Ph.D. in bioinformatics in U.S.
- worked with an advanced-illness group at hospital near Stanford

(Newby, 2018) 



Purpose of his AI tool:

“Given a patient and a date, predict the mortality of that 
patient within three to 12 months from that date, using 
electronic health record data of that patient from the prior 
year.”

AI resources that he chose:

Machine learning via supervised training of ‘deep learning’ 
artificial neural network, which was then applied to the 
individual patient’s medical record and to medical ‘big data’.  

(Newby, 2018) 



Dr. Harman’s account of the outcome:

“Ideally with this AI model, we’re identifying patients 
who are sicker than we realize,” … “And it gives us an 
excuse to say, ‘It’d be great if we could talk about 
advanced care planning.’ Or, ‘Have you had a discussion 
with your regular doctor about what matters most to you 
if and when you get sicker?’ I think the twist is that 
we’re using machine learning to add more to a patient’s 
care without taking anything away.”

(Newby, 2018)

[ AI tool AUGMENTED user’s performance. ]



WHAT ABOUT the ROBOTS?

Assessment of ROBOTS in healthcare depends upon the KIND of 
robot. Robots that just deliver medications or assist with 
lifting patients is too simple to be interesting.

But when a humanoid or android robot is marketed as
COMPANION for PEOPLE,

assessment can become complicated.



… and robot “COMPANIONS” for PEOPLE
ARE being marketed.*

* Following online advertising material was retrieved in 2018:



NAO robot →

“NAO is a 58-cm tall humanoid robot developed by Aldebaran 
Robotics. … NAO is small, cute and round. You can't help but love 
him! NAO is intended to be a friendly companion around the 
house. He moves, recognises you, hears you and even talks to you! …
His humanoid form and extreme interactivity make him 
really endearing and loveable. … His humanoid form transports you 
into a world of emotions and caring, his sign language gives him 
life and makes him endearing, and his capacity to interact makes 

him a new member of the family.”
(Who is Nao?)



↑
“… a new [battery-operated] member of the family ”



… and there now is
the PEPPER robot →  

“The latest creation from SoftBank Robotics, Pepper is the 
first robot designed to live with humans. Engaging and 
friendly, Pepper is much more than a robot, he’s a 
companion able to communicate with you through the most 
intuitive interface we know: voice, touch and emotions.”

(Pepper)



… so how do we ASSESS “companion” robots such as Nao and Pepper ?

WHO are the END USERS of these products?

For application in senior living facilities, the answer 
would include NURSES and their PATIENTS/RESIDENTS.

HOW WELL will the robots benefit these END USERS?

A common answer claims that by becoming COMPANIONS for the  
patients/residents, the robots will free up more time for

overworked nurses to supply ... HUMAN COMPANIONSHIP. 



uh … are we missing something here concerning 
VALIDITY of the robotic tool?

If human nurses and robots are supplying COMPANIONSHIP, 
are the robots AUGMENTING what the nurses supply … ?

… or COMPETING with them (& threatening to replace them)?



Beyond this practical question,
we may recall Sherry Turkle’s complaint that
the robot seal, Paro, has “deaf ears,” her point being

the machine is NOT CONSCIOUS.

Therefore we may infer that the human patient is DECEIVED,

which – for many – raises some ETHICAL MISGIVINGS. 



The KEY QUESTION here:

Can we make our robots CONSCIOUS ?



For what it’s worth, here is what I think about it:

1. Short of Vulcan Mind Meld or a miracle, we are not
going to know “for sure.”

2. However, there are good philosophical and scientific
reasons to believe that a necessary condition for giving
our robots conscious awareness (what philosophers 
“qualia”) would be fundamentally new AI architecture with

INTERACTIVE CLASSICAL and QUANTUM-LEVEL PROCESSING.

I defend this claim in:

Metzler, T., Pope, L., & Lewis, L. (2016). Could robots become authentic
companions in nursing care? Nursing Philosophy 17.1, pp. 36-48.



Home Care, Hospice, … and Artificial Intelligence?

Ted Metzler, Ph.D., Kramer School of Nursing 
Graphical support by the Rev. Linda Pope

Intended TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE

Home health and hospice care can greatly benefit from tools 
incorporating artificial intelligence technology, providing 
the tools are equipped by user-centered design to augment
human intelligence.

tmetzler@okcu.edu
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CAN WE TALK ?


